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Some methods for investigations of homomorphic mappings of direct products
of algebras without zero-divisors are introduced in [3] and [4]. We can simplify this
theory and give an effective implement for investigations of this homomorphisms — so
called matrix representation. We can use it advantageously in applications (specially
for extensions of mappings into homomorphisms). This theory is analogous in some
aspects to the theory of matrix over rings in case when a binary operation © is
associative. Special matrices of homomorphic mappings are investigated in [5],
applications of them are contained in [6].

In whole this paper a symbol 21 denotes a class of algebras with the zero-element 0,
binary operation © and a set Q of n-ary operations fulfilling the following identities:
(i)
(ii)

0 © a = a © 0 = a,
for each co e Q is 00 ... Oco = 0,

for arbitrary A e9l and each a e A.
An algebra A e 91 is called without zero-divisors if card A > 1 and if there exists
Q' £ O, Q' # 0 such that the arity of operations from Q' is greater than 1 and for
each cos Q':
(iii)

ava2 ... aHco = 0

iff at = 0 for at least one ie {1, ..., ri).

Operations from Q' are called regular.
An algebra A e9t is called strongly pseudo-ordered (see [3] and [4]) if there exists
Q" £ Q\ Q" ^ 0 such that for each coeQ" the following holds:
(iv)

ata2 ... anco = ah

where

/ e {1,..., n}.

Some characterizations of strongly pseudo-ordered algebras and some examples
of them are given in [3] and [4]. Direct products of strongly pseudo-ordered algebras
are for example atomic Boolean algebras, distributive lattices which are direct products
123

of chains with the least or the greatest element and weakly associative lattices which
are direct products of tournaments with the least or the greatest element (see [8]
and [7]). Direct products of algebras without zero-divisors are certain /-groups
(see [2]), O-groups and fi-algebras without nilpotent elements (see [7]), any lattice
ordered rings which are direct products of completely ordered rings, direct products
of rings without zero-divisors and others (see [3], [4]).
Let Axe($l be algebras without zero-divisors for x e T = {1, ..., n). Operations
are denoted by the same symbols in all these algebras. Direct product of AT is denoted
n

by I"] AT or by f j AT. Let A = f ] Ar, AT e « . By the symbol Ax> (or f ] AT for T _= T)
x-l

teT

xeT'

xeT

is denoted a subalgebra of A fulfilling prx>Ax> = Ax>, prxAx> = 0 for x # %' (or
prx f j Ar = Ar for x e T and prr f| Ar _= 0 for xeTT, respectively). In [4] there
t€T'

•

•

xeT'

••

•

is proved that the direct decomposition of an algebra A e% into algebras without
zero-divisors is unique (if it exists) within to isomorphism.
Let Ar, Baeyi be algebras without zero-divisors for xeT, o e S, A = J | A r ,
T6T

•

B ^\\Ba,

T and S being finite index sets and cp be a homomorphic mapping of A

aeS

into B. We say that A, B, <p fulfil the assumption (P) if either 1° or 2° holds:
1° <?(PA) = 0B, where 0A (or 0B) is a zero of At (or B respectively), i.e. prx 0A — 0,
Pra OB = 0 f ° r e a c h T G T, o e S.
2° Ar, Bn are strongly pseudo-ordered for all x e T, o e S.
In [3] and [4] there is proved that the assumption (P) holds for all algebras mentioned
above and for arbitrary homomorphism of them. In this paper we investigate homomorphisms of algebras which are finite direct products of algebras without zerodivisors and fulfil the assumption (P).

2.

•

•'

Let A, _?GS2T. By the symbol H(A, B) we denote the set of all homomorphic
mappings of A into B, o is the zero-homomorphism of A into B, i.e. o(A) = O e B .
Evidently H(A, B) ?- 0 for arbitrary A, Be% because o e H(A, B). Let ateA for
m

i= \,...,m.

By o £ at we denote the element (...((ai © a2) © a3) © ...) © am.
m

i=l

I f © is associative, then o ^ at = ax © a2 © ... © am. If ax = ... = aj_l = aJ+i =
,,

,j = i
m

= ... = am = 0, then oYiai

,

= a,..

i_i

Definition 1. A homomorphic mapping x of an algebra A into B is said to be
idempotent with the map h if x(A) = h e B.
I f x is an idempotent mapping of A into B with the map K, then his an idem124

potent element of B (because x is a homomorphism). Evidently, each zero-homomorphism is an idempotent mapping with the map 0.
m

Definition 2. Let Ai9 BjE%

(i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., n), A = l\Ai9

n

B =

i=i

JjBj.
j=i

Let F be a matrix of the type m/n which has in the i-th row and thej-th column an
element f7e H(At, Bj). Let f be a mapping of A into B defined by the rule:
m

prjf(a) = o £ /i/prifl)

for each a e A.

i= *

We say that f is represented by the matrix F.
The following lemma is evident:
m

it

Lemma. Let f be a mapping of A — Yl^i ^nt0 B — W Bj represented by the matrix F
i=l

7=1

and Ah Bj e 31 be without zero-divisors. Then f is an idempotent mapping of A into B
with the map h if and only if all elements in the j-th column are idempotent mappings
with the map prjh for each j e {1, . . . , « } .
Especially f — o iff ftJ = o for all ij.
m

Theorem 1. Let Ai9 Bj e2l be algebras without zero-divisors and A = Y\At,
==

B =

i= 1

n

I ! Bj, <P be a mapping of A into B represented by a matrix F (of the type m/n) and
7=1

the assumption (P) be true. Then (p is a homomorphism if and only if all elements in the
j-th column except at most one are equal to idempotent mappings with the map prj(p(0A)
for each j = 1, ..., n.
Proof. If all elements in the J-th column are idempotent mappings with the map
Prj<p(0A), then prj(p(A) = prj(p(0A), thus pr^ . q> is a homomorphism. If fkJ is the only
element in the j-th column different from idempotent mapping with the map prj(p(0A),
m

then pr,-. (p(a) = o^fjiprfa)

= fkj(prka)

for each aeA,

as follows directly from

i=

the definition 2, because prj(p(0A) is an idempotent element and q>(0A) is a zeroelement of (p(A). Thus pry. (p is a homomorphism again, i.e. q> is a homomorphic
mapping of A into B.
Conversely, let q> be a homomorphic mapping of A into B represented with the
matrix Fand let Fhave at least two elements fik,fjk,
i 5* J in the k-th column, which
are not idempotent mappings with the m a p p r * ^ ^ ) - Then there exist elements a(e Ai9
a j G A j such that
fikiprfii)

^ prkq>(0A) *

fjk(prjajl

Let co be a direct product of suitable regular operations, then
<P(0.-t) = <?(&&} ••• &j°>) = <P(Pt) <P(aj) ••• V(*j) °>125

By (P) either (p(0A) = 0B or Ah Bj are strongly pseudo-ordered. In the first case
<K<~.) # 0B * (p(dj) and
(p(di) (p(dj) ... <p(aj) co ?- 0 B = <p(0A)9

which is a contradiction. In the second case we have for a direct product co of suitable
operation from Q": prk[<p(at) (p(dj) ... cp(dj) co] = prkcp(di)prkcp(dj) ...prk(p(dj) co =
= prk(p(di) or prk(p(dj). This element is different from prkcp(0A), i.e. <p(fli) <p(ai) •••
... (p(dj) co ^ (p(0A) which is a contradiction again.
q.e.d.
Remark. For surjective homomorphic mappings of A onto B the assumption (P)
is fulfilled automatically, because (p(0A) = 0B9 which is easy to prove (see Lemma
in [3]).
m

n

Corollary 2. Let Ai9 BjeW be algebras without zero-divisors, A = J~J Ai9 B = J~J Bj
,= .

J =

i

and (p be a mapping of A into B fulfilling (p(0A) — 0B represented by the matrix F.
Then (p is a homomorphism if and only if F has in each column at least one non-zero
homomorphism.
From it follows the theorem 1 in [5].
m

n

Theorem 3. Let cp be a homomorphic mapping of A = J~[ At into B = ]~J Bj9 At,
i=i

j=i

Bj e 21 be algebras without zero-divisors and let the assumption (P) be true. Then there
exists just one matrix F (of the type mjn) representing cp.
Proof. Let N' be a subset of N = {1, ..., n) such that prkcp(A) = prkcp(0A) for
k e N — N' and prk(p(A) ^ prk(p(0A) for k e N'. Let us construct a matrix F of type
m\n by the following way:
(a) IfjeN
- N', then f{J is equal to an idempotent mapping of At into Bj with
the map prjcp(0A) for i = 1, ..., m.
(b) If JeN', then there exists just one i such that prscp(A) = prscp(A^ (by the
theorem 7 in [4]). Put fu = prj. cp \Ai. p, where p is a natural isomorphism of At
onto Ax (see [3]), and all other elements of they-th column are idempotent mappings
with the map prjcp(0A). From the definition 2 and the theorem 1 follows directly the
assertion of the theorem 3, because the unicity of F is evident.

We can introduce operations for matrices of homomorphisms analogous to matrix
multiplication and multiplication of matrix by vector for matrices over ring. Let
m

n

Ai9 Bj9 Ck e2l be algebras without zero-divisors and A = J~JA|, B = \\Bj9
P

i=i

C =

j=i

= Yl Ck. If a e A, we can write a in the form a = (al9 ..., am)9 so called "vector
k=\

form". Then prta = a{. Analogously we can write b = (bl9 ..., bn)9 c = (cl9 ..., cp).
126

Definition 3. Let a matrix F of type m\n represent homomorphism fof A into B,
a matrix R of type n\p represent homomorphism g of B into C. By the product of
m

element a e A with the matrix F we mean an element b e B such that by = o £f/(#/),
i=l

symbolically a . F = b. By the product of matrices F, G we mean a matrix H of the
type m\p which has elements hsq e H(AS, Cq) such that
n

aeA=> hsq(as) = o £gJq[f8j(as)].

Symbolically H=

F.G.

j=i

It is clear that this operations are analogous to the matrix multiplication of matrices
over ring, where © is an analogon to the ring addition + and mappings product
(i.e. mappings superposition) is an analogon to the ring multiplication. If © is
associative, we can use the rule of multiplication "rows of matrix F by columns of
matrix G" for multiplication of matrices of homomorphisms.
m

Theorem 4. Let Ai9 Bj, Q e S be algebras without zero-divisors, A = ]~J Af, B =
n

^ EI ^;> C
j=i

i= 1

p

=

I I £*> a

e

A- Let cp be a homomorphic mapping of A into B represented

k=i

by the matrix F,\j/ be a homomorphic mapping of B into C represented by the matrix G
and let the assumption (P) be true for A, B, cp and B, C, i/t. Let H = F. G and b = a . F.
Then b = cp(a) and H represents the mapping £ = i/t. cp of A into C.
Proof. We have b = q>(a) directly from definitions 2 and 3. Let gjkk is either only one
mapping in the k-th column, which is not idempotent mapping with the map prk\l/(0B)
or gJkk = prk\j/ if there does not exist mapping with this property. Analogously fovftjj.
Then
« « ) = W.q>) (a) = Mtpfa, ..., am)] = +(a . F) =

= nfuMX ...,fi^in)] = (a . F). G =
= IgjMijjX'tJl — W ' W P K W = a.(F.G) = a.H,
because F and R have in each column at least one mapping which is not idempotent
with the map equal to projection of (p(0A) or cp(0B) respectively.
From the theorems 3 and 4 it follows immediately:
Corollary 5. Matrix multiplication of the matrices of homomorphisms is associative.

It follows directly from the theorem 4 and corollary 5 that matrices of type n\n
n

(i.e. square matrices) representing homomorphic mappings of A = f\ A% into itself
i=\

form a semigroup with respect to matrix multiplication isomorphic to the semigroup
of endomorphisms of the algebra A fulfilling (P); A{ are without zero-divisors. Thus
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the order of this matrix semigroup is equal to the number of endomorphisms of
algebra A fulfilling (P).
Let the assumption (P) be true. Let us denote H*(Af, Bj) = H(AV, Bj) if 2° of (P)
is true and H*(Aiy Bj) is the set of all homomorphisms from H(Ai9 Bj) satisfying
0 -• 0 if 1° of (P) is true. Then we can prove the following:
m

Theorem 6. Let Ai,BJe%be

n

algebras without zero-divisors, A = Y[ At, B = ]~J Bj9
i=l

j=l

card H*(Ah Bj) = ptJ < tf0 and Cj be the cardinality of the set of idempotent elements
m

of the algebra Bj. Put kj = Cj . max (1, £ (ptJ - cj)), where cJ = 1 //1° Of (P)for all
i=i

cp e H(A\ B) is true and Cj = Cj in other case. Then there exist just s = kik2 ... kn
homomorphisms of A into B satisfying (P).
Proof. By theorem 3 the number of all homomorphisms of A into B fulfilling (P)
equals to the number of all matrices of mappings having all elements in each column
with except at most one equal to the idempotent mappings with the map equal to
projection of cp(0A). Denote hj = prj(p(0A) for cp e H(A, B). From assumptions
of theorem we obtain that there exist just Cj idempotent mappings of A{ into B}.
If 2° of (P) is true, then there exist p{j — Cj homomorphisms of At into Bj which are
not idempotent with the map prj(p(0A), if only 1° of (P) is true, then there exist just
Pij — 1 non-zero homomorphisms of A{ into Bj fulfilling 0 -• 0. If ptj = cy, then there
can be placed only idempotent mappings with the map hj in the f-th column, thus
m

m

kj = Cj = Cj = Cj . max (1, £ (p{j — cj)). If ptJ > cj9 then there exist just £ (ptj — Cj)
i=i

i=i

possibilities of placing of mappings which are not idempotent with the map h} in the
f-th column, other elements are idempotent mappings with the same map hj, i.e. Cj
m

m

possibilities, thus kj = Cj. £ (pi} — c,) = Cj . max (1, £ (ptj — c,.)). It is evident that
i=i

i=i

s = kj . k2 ... kn.

q.e.d.
n

Corollary 7. Let Ate% be without zero-divisors, A = Y\Ai9 p{j be the number
i=\

of all homomorphisms of At into Aj satisfying 0 -• 0, ptJ < X0. Then there exist just
n

s = k!k2... kn endomorphisms of A satisfying 0A -> 0A, where kj = max(l, ^ (ptj — 1)).
i=l

Let A | 6 31 be strongly pseudo-ordered algebras, Cj be a number of idempotent elements
of Aj and ptJ = card H(Aiy Bj), pu < S 0 - Then there exist just s = kxk2 ... kn
n

endomorphisms of A, where kj = Cj . max (1, £ (pu — cj)).
i=l

For each isomorphism cp of A onto B we have cp(0A) = 0B, thus:
m

Corollary 8. Let Ai,BJe%be

algebras without zero-divisors, A ~\\AUB
-=i
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n

= T*TB.
j=i

and qtj < So be .'he number of all isomorphisms of A{ onto Bj. Then there exist just
m

s = ktk2 ... kn isomorphisms of A onto B, where kj = ]T q,y.
i= 1

From the theorem 5 and corollary 7 and 8 there follows the theorem 3 in [5] and
its corollary.
5.
Now we can state assertions on relations between matrix representation of homomorphisms and direct decompositions of these homomorphisms. Theorems on direct
decompositions of algebras which are direct products of algebras without zerodivisors are formulated in [4]. A consequence of theorems 7 and 8 in [4] and the
theorem 2 in this paper is the following one:
m

n

Theorem 9. Let A,, -9.- e9l be algebras without zero-divisors, A = f| Af, B = J|'Bj,
i=i

j=i

cp be a homomorphic mapping of A into B and let the assumption (P) be true. Then
there exists M' # 0 y M' .= {1, ..., m} such that <p(A) = cp(A *), where A * = f\ -41,
c

n

i 6 M'

and <P U* = I I Vj if and only if the matrix F representing cp has in the i-th row at
1=i

mos't one mapping (pj which is not idempotent with the map equal to the projection
of(p(0A)for i = 1, ...,m.
n

The direct product Yl <Pj of mappings cpj is introduced in [3]. Following statement
j= i

is a consequence of the theorem 9.
m

Corollary 10. Let At, Bfe9l

be algebras without zero-divisors, A = J~IAf, B =

m

i= 1

= Y\B{,(p be a homomorphic mapping of A into B and let the assumption (P) be true.
i= 1

m

Then cp = Y\(pt, where (pteH(Ai,

Bn(i)) and n is a permutation of the set (1, ...,m}

i=l

if and only if the matrix F representing cp has in each row and in each column just one
mapping which is not idempotent with the map equal to projection of (p(0A).
If Ai, Bi esU are strongly pseudo-ordered and cp is an arbitrary homomorphism
n

of A = \\Ai
i=l

n

into B = \\Bh
i = .1

then the assumption (P) is satisfied. If cp is a surjective
n

homomorphism, then cp = \\<Pi, where (pteH(Ai,

Bn(i)) by the theorem 6 in [3].

i=l

From it and the corollary 10 we obtain:
n

Corollary 11. Let At, Bxe^ibe
n

strongly pseudo-ordered algebras and A = f| A{,
i=l

B = Y[ Bi. The matrix F representing a surjective homomorphic mapping cp of A
i=l

onto B has in each row and each column just one element which is not idempotent
mapping with the map equal to the projection of (p(0A).
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6.
Whole this theory of matrix representation of homomorphic mappings can be
generalized for infinite direct products of algebras without zero-divisors, i.e. for so
called N-algebras (see [3] and [4]). We can introduce a concept of infinite matrix
and state anaiogons of theorems 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10. For validity of the analogon
of theorem 4 we can define an infinite "sum" (with respect to ©). This is possible,
because almost all elements in an infinite "sum" are equal to idempotent mappings
with the map hj and hj © hj = hj (see [3]). An infinite analogon of the theorem 9 is
the theorem 8 in [4].
The simple applications of matrix representation of homomorphisms is shown
in [5]. For example, for some algebras from 21 the sets H(Aiy Bj) are very simple.
Each atomic Boolean algebra (see [I]) is a direct product of two-elemented Boolean
algebras {0,1}B. For At = Bj = {0,1}B we have H(Aiy Bj) = {0, id, z}, where o is
a zero-homomorphism, id is the identical isomorphism and z is an idempotent
homomorphism with the map 1. Analogously, for simple rings, fields, completely
ordered groups, chains with a bound element the sets H(Ai9 Bj) are very simple and
we can easy (by the theorems 4.6 and 9 and their consequences) investigate homomorphic mappings of direct products of these algebras. For all algebras mentioned
above namely (P) holds automatically.
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